WorldCat Local Install Update
Install date: Sunday, May 16, 2010

Moving 856 links for centrally indexed and remote databases

With this install we will combine 856 links for most centrally indexed and remote databases into one section in the Find a copy online area. (This does not include the WorldCat database and its subsets, such WorldCat Dissertations and Theses, CAMIO and ArchiveGrid or WorldCat.org.)

The goal of this change is to make the links to the content you subscribe to more visible to your users. The links are now immediately visible to your users.
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**Customizable Availability Column Labels:** The labels which display on the availability table on the Detailed Record are now customizable within your Service Configuration module.

At the bottom of the User Interface module within Service Configuration you will now find the option to configure the labels which display in the availability table.

![Customize availability column labels (optional)](image)

NOTE: This displays in the “customize availability column labels”, however, it will be removed at the next install and controls no changes to the user interface.
**Added Tracking for Database Searches**

You can now see how many searches were conducted against which databases. In Omniture SiteCatalyst v.14, select Custom Traffic > Custom Traffic 21-30 > Database Searched (i.e. Custom Traffic 22):

In Omniture SiteCatalyst v.13.5, select Traffic > Custom Insight 21-30 > Database Searched:
This counts the number of search results page views containing that database as a search target.

**Change to global header: Library links moved; label change**

The library custom web links have been moved from the third to the first position. In addition, the label “Home” has been changed to “WorldCat” to better align with user expectations.
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Change: Options for Enabling/Disabling Syndetic Solutions Content Trial

Currently, the Syndetic Solutions Content Trial (described here: http://www.oclc.org/us/en/worldcatlocal/overview/syndetic/default.htm) is enabled or disabled within the service configuration module for User Interface Options.

As we prepare to end the trial on June 30, 2010, we have moved the options for the Syndetic Solutions content trial to the OCLC staff view for a limited time.

This change has been made to make way for a new screen (shown below) that will be available in the service configuration module for Optional Content Display on July 1, 2010. WorldCat Local libraries may choose to add a subscription to this content to their WorldCat Local subscription for an additional charge. Contact your OCLC Library Services Consultant for an estimate of the price of this add-on purchase for your library or to make use of an existing Syndetic Solutions enhanced content subscription.

New module in OCLC Service Configuration: Optional Content Display

This new module has been added to prepare for future enhancements including the option to display links to content on the brief results list. We will let you know when this module is activated.
Updates to WorldCat cite/export feature:

We will be implementing updates to APA 6th edition and MLA 7th edition, and provide the ability to export an item to EasyBib in the next couple of weeks. We will notify you when these updates are being installed.